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Evolving Judgments of Terror Risks: Foresight, Hindsight, and Emotion
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The authors examined the evolution of cognitive and emotional responses to terror risks for a nationally
representative sample of Americans between late 2001 and late 2002. Respondents’ risk judgments
changed in ways consistent with their reported personal experiences. However, they did not recognize
these changes, producing hindsight bias in memories for their judgments. An intensive debiasing
procedure failed to restore a foresightful perspective. A fear-inducing manipulation increased risk
estimates, whereas an anger-inducing manipulation reduced them—both in predictions (as previously
observed) and in memories and judgments of past risks. Thus, priming emotions shaped not only
perceptions of an abstract future but also perceptions of a concrete past. These results suggest how
psychological research can help to ensure an informed public.
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The events of September 11, 2001 confronted many people with
a harsh reality that had previously been but a peripheral concern.
It also initiated a learning process, first to acquire a basic under-
standing of the issues, then to follow them as they evolve over time
(Fischhoff, 2002, in press). People need to learn how large the
risks are, in order to balance protection from terrorism against
other valued outcomes (e.g., economic cost, civil liberties, protec-
tion from other risks). They need to learn the processes creating
and controlling terror, in order to think critically about proposals
for managing it. They need to learn the “players,” in order to
determine whom to trust for information and advice. On each
front, they need to update their beliefs and choices as experience
accumulates.

Experimental psychology’s research into judgment and learning
should be relevant to understanding and aiding these choices.
Indeed, there have been calls for its application (e.g., U.S. General
Accounting Office, 2004). However, extrapolating to this arena
poses challenges to the validity of laboratory research. Distinctive
features of terror risks include high stakes, intense public discus-
sion, and complex emotional content. A priori, each of these
features might improve or degrade lay judgment, compared with
the judgments observed in typical research settings. High stakes
might increase people’s desire to understand these risks and their

feelings of accountability for doing so. However, high stakes can
also degrade judgment, especially when people lack needed back-
ground knowledge, feedback, and cognitive skills (Camerer &
Hogarth, 1999; Fischhoff, 1982; Gilovich, Griffin, & Kahneman,
2002; Lerner & Tetlock, 1999). Public discussion can provide
useful information (Fischhoff, 2002; Slovic, 2001). However, its
message is often ambiguous and uncertain, forcing citizens to
distinguish facts from spin. Emotion can help people to integrate
their beliefs and feelings (Gray, 2004). However, it can also leave
them prey to transient affective states—and to manipulation by
others (Loewenstein & Lerner, 2003).

In the present study, we examined three cognitive and affective
processes in this distinctive context. We used a two-factor exper-
imental design, embedded in the natural experiment created by
September 11th and its aftermath. We sought generalizability by
using a nationally representative sample of Americans. We sought
ecological validity by having respondents participate in their
homes to stimuli drawn from the national news media and pre-
sented through their televisions. We evaluated performance with
both external standards (statistical estimates) and internal ones
(within-person consistency over time).

The study is, in part, constructive replication, assessing the
robustness of previously observed patterns in this context and, in
part, extension, testing new hypotheses about the focal processes
and their interactions. Three features of the experimental design
make these extensions possible. First, the study simultaneously
examined processes that are typically studied in isolation. Doing so
reveals the relative strength of their effects and interactions in a
design that has not been fine tuned to magnify a focal effect.
Second, the study used both previously used measures, providing
continuity with existing studies, and new ones, providing addi-
tional perspectives on the focal processes. Third, the juxtaposition
raises new theoretical questions regarding (a) the effects of emo-
tions on judgments of the past, (b) the efficacy of an ambitious
debiasing procedure, and (c) the roles of different experiences on
belief updating.
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Addressing these multiple goals inevitably creates complex de-
signs and data. To simplify the exposition, we first describe the
three focal processes in general terms, then we consider the theo-
retical issues studied here and the applied implications of the
anticipated effects.

Theoretical Background

Availability-Based Judgment

It is natural to judge an event’s likelihood by how easily exam-
ples come to mind (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973). Such availabil-
ity can be a valid cue. Events are often more likely in the future if
they have frequently been experienced or observed in the past.
However, availability can also mislead when events are dispropor-
tionately visible and observers cannot adjust for that sampling bias.
For example, the news media report homicides at a higher rate than
suicides, which could account for people overestimating homicides
relative to suicides (Combs & Slovic, 1979; Lichtenstein, Slovic,
Fischhoff, Layman, & Combs, 1978). Predicting availability-based
judgment, as well as distinguishing it from other memory-based
processes, requires specifying, a priori, how the heuristic is used
(e.g., Beyth-Marom & Fischhoff, 1977; Schwarz & Vaughan,
2002; Viscusi & O’Connor, 1984). Assessing the accuracy of such
judgments requires having comparable estimates of actual occur-
rence rates.

In one early, and often-cited, study assessing the role of avail-
ability in frequency judgments for real-world events, Lichtenstein
et al. (1978) asked respondents to estimate the annual U.S. death
toll from 41 causes of death, offering either annual deaths from
motor vehicle accidents (MVA) or electrocution (E) as an anchor.
A second group of respondents reported the availability of these
events, operationalized as their closest experience with such deaths
to a close friend or relative, to someone else they knew, and to
someone they had heard about. Mean scores on this 1–3 scale were
correlated with log geometric mean death estimates (�.90, MVA;
�.88, E) and with residuals from the best-fit line predicting those
judgments from log statistical estimates (�.19, MVA; �.19, E).
Respondents’ reported experiences with these events as sources of
suffering had weaker correlations with the death estimates (�.52,
MVA; �.50, E) and similar correlations with the residuals (�.22,
MVA; �.16, E). Thus, availability, as defined by self-reported
experience, predicted frequency judgments both overall and in
terms of deviations from frequency judgments for events with
similar statistical estimates (i.e., the residuals).

Hindsight-Based Judgment

It is also natural to integrate new observations with existing
knowledge to create a comprehensive mental model (Bartlett,
1932). That integration process creates a new gist (or semantic)
memory of the event, while leaving a verbatim (or anecdotal)
memory, typically fading with time (e.g., Reyna, 2004; Reyna &
Brainerd, 1991, 1995). Not recognizing such changes creates hind-
sight bias: When people try to recall past beliefs, their view is
unwittingly contaminated by subsequently acquired ones. As a
result, they exaggerate the extent to which they knew all along
what they actually learned only later (Fischhoff, 1975; for related
accounts, see Hoffrage, Hertwig, & Gigerenzer, 2000; Wilson &

Brekke, 1994). One concern in hindsight bias studies is having
respondents misrepresent their prior beliefs, in order to exaggerate
what they once knew. A task designed to reduce that risk chal-
lenges respondents to recall their own prior predictions (Fischhoff
& Beyth, 1975). Few studies have used this task with long periods
between prediction and recall, presumably because of the logistical
difficulty of finding respondents the second time. The longer the
time period, the greater should be reliance on gist memory, en-
hancing its natural preferential status (Reyna, 2004).

Christensen-Szalanski and Wilham’s (1991) meta-analysis
found an average bias of approximately 10% difference between
actual predictions (in foresight) and recalled ones (in hindsight).
The bias was larger for events believed to have occurred, perhaps
because their greater salience evokes deeper processing, compared
with nonevents, which might not even be noticed. Guilbault,
Bryant, Brockway, and Posavac’s (2004) meta-analysis found a
mean effect size of d � 0.39 (95% confidence interval [CI] �
.36–.42), with smaller effects for studies using real-world events
and nonneutral ones, but no difference with various debiasing
manipulations.

Establishing that a difference between original and recalled
judgments represents hindsight bias requires measuring belief
change. One possible measure is the use of the same observations
that inform availability-based judgments (Fischhoff & Beyth,
1975). Other things being equal, observing an event should in-
crease its retrospective, or postdicted, likelihood (Fischhoff, 1975).
However, related beliefs regarding the general situation may also
change. As a result, the postdicted probability of an event that
occurred could be even lower than the original one, depending on
what else has been learned. (“Originally, I thought that the event
was fairly likely. Its happening, initially, made it seem even more
likely. However, now that I understand things more fully, I realize
that it was not as likely as I had thought.”) Such changes need to
be assessed with questions such as, “Knowing everything that you
know now, what was the probability that the event would happen?”
In principle, people could feel that an event is truly surprising,
eliminating (or even reversing) the bias, although demonstrations
are sparse and controversial (e.g., Hoch & Loewenstein, 1989;
Mark & Mellor, 1994; Mazursky & Ofir, 1990, 1996).

Emotion-Based Judgment

Emotions provide potentially useful inputs to judgment and
choice. Emotions can serve as somatic markers, providing knowl-
edge about events that is not readily verbalized (Damasio, 1995).
People may generate sympathetic nervous system responses to a
risky option before they can articulate its risk (Bechara, Damasio,
Tranel, & Damasio, 1997). As a result, emotions might help people
to gauge future risks and recall past ones—hypotheses we exam-
ined in this study. However, emotions can also create transient
shifts in perception, which may influence choice in unnoticed or
unwanted ways (Loewenstein & Lerner, 2003; Loewenstein, We-
ber, Hsee, & Welch, 2001; Mellers, Schwartz, & Ritov, 1999;
Schwarz & Clore, 1996; Slovic, Finucane, Peters, & MacGregor,
2002). For example, incidental anger from one situation can in-
crease optimism in others, perhaps mobilizing needed resources or
perhaps creating unwarranted and unrecognized feelings of invul-
nerability (Lerner & Gonzalez, 2005; Lerner, Gonzalez, Small, &
Fischhoff, 2003; Lerner & Keltner, 2000, 2001). These effects of
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fear and anger can be explained within the appraisal tendency
framework (Lerner & Keltner, 2000), in which each emotion
activates a specific cognitive predisposition when people appraise
future events. These appraisal tendencies are goal-directed pro-
cesses by which emotions affect judgment and choice in ways
specific to the events that evoke them.

In a study described more fully below, Lerner et al. (2003)
found that respondents exposed to a fear-inducing manipulation
assigned, on average, a 7.8% (d � 0.26) higher probability to five
negative consequences of terror than did respondents exposed to
an anger-inducing manipulation. These emotions carried over to
probability judgments for routine risks having no obvious connec-
tion to the terrorism-related manipulations (e.g., getting the flu).
The mean difference here was 6.8% (d � 0.30).

Implications for Responding to Terror

Thus, these processes can be adaptive but they can also bias
judgments. Availability can misdirect priorities by unduly high-
lighting some risks. For example, critics of the Iraq war argue that
focusing on Iraq exaggerated those risks while diverting resources
from the larger threat of al Qaeda and its allies. Hindsight bias can
make people unduly critical of themselves and their leaders—
feeling remorse and blame while underestimating how little was
known and how much there is to learn. Anger’s unrecognized
effects can exaggerate the perceived effectiveness of personal and
public actions (e.g., going to war); fear can do the opposite. Such
emotions can occur naturally or be induced by those hoping to
manipulate public concerns (Rich, 2004). If emotions change over
time, then that element will be missing when people try to retrieve
past perspectives, increasing hindsight bias and leaving them won-
dering why they made past choices (e.g., how they felt when
deciding whether to support the Iraq war).

The size of these effects is, naturally, context dependent as is
their impact (von Winterfeldt & Edwards, 1986). For example, an
average hindsight bias of 10% might be large enough to shift some
choices from appearing sound to appearing ill advised (e.g., orig-
inally thinking that the chance of weapons of mass destruction in
Iraq was 11% vs. recalling it as having been 1%). Other decisions
may be insensitive to the same change (e.g., if a 30% chance of
disruption was enough to make one avoid flying in late September
2001, a 20% recalled chance might have led to the same choice).
A 10% emotion-induced change in risk judgments might tip some
close decisions and be irrelevant to clear-cut ones.

In addition to their decision-specific impacts, such effects have
broader implications for societal decision making. Citizens’ role in
managing a risk should depend on how well they understand
it—and on how well they could understand it given diligent efforts
to inform them. Underestimating citizens’ competence undermines
democratic processes by wrongly casting doubt on their ability to
participate. Conversely, overestimating citizens’ competence can
mean demanding unrealistic cognitive mastery (Fischhoff, 1995,
1999, 2002; Leiss & Chociolko, 1997; Lupia, 1994; National
Research Council, 1989; Slovic, 2001), denying them needed help.
The sensitivity of citizens’ beliefs to emotional manipulations
shows how vulnerable democratic processes are to that threat. This
study sheds light on this general question, too.

The Study

Overview

In late 2001, Lerner et al. (2003) studied a nationally represen-
tative sample of 973 Americans (see also Fischhoff, Gonzalez,
Small, & Lerner, 2003b). Here, we compare judgments made at
that time with judgments made by a subset of the same individuals
a year later. The first wave of the study was conducted in
November–December 2001 during the anthrax crisis and the Af-
ghanistan campaign. The second wave was conducted in
November–December 2002, as the abortive U.S. smallpox vacci-
nation campaign was emerging, Iraq was being inspected, and the
Mombasa and Bali attacks on tourists were fresh news (Fischhoff,
Bruine de Bruin, Perrin, & Downs, 2004). This context allows us
to test the following hypotheses regarding the robustness of the
three focal processes and their relationships.

Availability-Based Judgment

In November 2001, terrorism was relatively unfamiliar to most
Americans, including many officials. Given the intense public
interest in terror, the ensuing year could have prompted extensive
belief change, reflecting direct observation, media reports, study,
and conversation. To measure that learning, we elicited respon-
dents’ experience with terrorism for several events (e.g., injury,
anthrax) and several degrees of immediacy (e.g., their own lives,
close friends, relatives). If respondents rely on availability (as
expressed in these measures) when updating their beliefs, then
their risk judgments should correlate with their reports. Of course,
such correlations cannot prove reliance on availability. For exam-
ple, personal experience with a risk might lead people to seek
relevant information about it. The additional information could
then make the risk seem more likely, perhaps amplified by mere
exposure effects.

We took these measures of availability from Lichtenstein et al.
(1978) and anticipated a constructive replication of their results.
That is, we predicted that risk judgments would be correlated with
the availability of observations, with the strongest relationships for
the most direct observations. Unlike Lichtenstein et al., we elicited
both risk judgments and availability reports from the same respon-
dents, allowing within-event tests of these hypotheses for each
measure of availability. These correlations resemble those that
Lichtenstein et al. observed between availability judgments and the
residuals from the best-fit line predicting judgments from statisti-
cal estimates (representing differences in risk judgments for events
with similar statistical frequency). Those correlations ranged from
.16 to .22, although the events in the two studies are so different as
to preclude anything but the weakest inferences about effect size.

The longitudinal design also allows evaluating the accuracy of
respondents’ judgments in late 2001 regarding their predicted
experiences over the ensuing year. As mentioned, Lichtenstein et
al. (1978) found correlations of around .90 between log (geometric
mean) frequency judgments and log statistical estimates (where the
latter ranged over almost six orders of magnitude). Although
people typically show some insight into risk levels (Fischhoff,
Bostrom, & Quadrel, 2002), it would be noteworthy if that were
the case with such novel events where people lack consensual
theories for the processes creating and controlling them (Fischhoff
et al., 2004).
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Hindsight-Based Judgment

If beliefs have changed, as the result of experience, then the
resulting (hindsight) state of belief poses a potential barrier to
reconstructing previous (foresight) states of belief. Unless they
overcome that barrier, people might not understand why they made
personal choices (e.g., traveling less) or endorsed public policies
(e.g., the U.S. Patriot Act). As a measure of respondents’ ability to
access their foresight beliefs, we asked them to recall their original
judgments, emphasizing memory accuracy (following Fischhoff &
Beyth, 1975).

We assessed the extent of bias in two ways, reflecting different
ways of measuring belief change. One (also following Fischhoff &
Beyth, 1975) uses self-reported personal observation; bias occurs
when respondents remember having assigned higher probabilities
than they actually did to events that had happened and lower
probabilities to events that had not. We represented those obser-
vations by the availability measure that showed the strongest
correlations with the probability judgments. (As mentioned, we
expected that measure to be personal observation.)

The second way of assessing hindsight bias used a new measure:
respondents’ 2002 postdictions for the events that they had pre-
dicted in 2001. Specifically, we asked respondents what they now
believed the probability of each event to have been, taking into
account all that they now knew. If respondents saw the world as
having been safer than they originally had (postdiction � original
prediction), then hindsight bias means recalling having seen less
risk than they had predicted (memory � original prediction). If
respondents saw the risk as having been higher than it had origi-
nally seemed, memories should be biased the other way. Because
postdictions can accommodate all that respondents have learned,
they provide a more comprehensive measure of belief change than
respondents’ event-specific observations. However, because post-
diction might be seen as an intellectually challenging task, we
examined these judgments’ construct validity to help readers as-
sess the contribution of this new measure.

A priori, we saw reasons for predicting that the circumstances
around terror would both decrease hindsight bias (e.g., if media
coverage of the evolving situation increased awareness of learn-
ing) and increase it (e.g., if experienced-based belief change
prompted deep processing of observations). As a result, we pre-
dicted effects like those generally seen—an average difference of
10% between predicted and recalled probabilities with greater bias
for events than for nonevents. We realized that beliefs about
specific risks would be embedded in beliefs about the overall
situation in which the risk level might seem to change over time.
However, without knowing what those general changes were, we
had no prediction for their effects.

Emotion-Based Judgment

Terror can evoke multiple, conflicting emotions, most notably
fear and anger. Appraisal-tendency theory predicts that evoking
anger will increase feelings of certainty and individual control
whereas evoking fear will enhance feelings of uncertainty and
situational control (Lerner & Keltner, 2001; Smith & Ellsworth,
1985). The 2001 study supported these predictions, in the judg-
ments of respondents randomly assigned to conditions that primed
either fear or anger, respondents in the anger condition saw less

risk from terrorism than did those in the fear condition, even
though, of course, they shared the same world. Risk judgments
were similarly correlated with naturally occurring emotions, as
expressed in a separate survey conducted shortly after September
11th (and about two months before the first wave of our study). A
third group of respondents received a sadness manipulation, in-
cluded for other theoretical reasons. Lerner et al. (2003) did not
analyze its effects, nor will we here.

Late in 2002, the second wave of the study randomly assigned
half of the respondents to repeat their 2001 emotion induction (the
relive condition), while the other half (neutral) completed a task
intended to maintain emotional neutrality. All respondents then
proceeded to the judgment tasks. This design allowed us to make
four predictions about affective processes:

1. People will be as susceptible to the effects of the emotion
manipulations in 2002 as they were in 2001. Appraisal-tendency
theory predicts higher risk estimates in the fear condition than in
the anger condition. However, we had conflicting hypotheses
regarding the size of those effects relative to those in 2001. One
hypothesis is that being further from the September 11th attacks
will reduce ambient cues, thereby increasing the manipulation’s
impact (Forgas, 1995). If so, then the manipulations should have
stronger effects on judgment in 2002 than they had in 2001. The
contrary hypothesis is that the passage of time will have reduced
concern over terrorism, thereby reducing respondents’ susceptibil-
ity to the terror-related stimuli used in the induction. If so, then the
effects should be weaker than in 2001. In the absence of previous
studies manipulating distance from a focal event, we predicted that
these factors would cancel out one another, leaving emotion effects
equally potent a year later.

2. The emotion manipulation will reduce hindsight bias by
restoring respondents’ prior state of mind before they recall their
predictions. Several lines of research support this hypothesis.
Studies of hot/cold empathy gaps find that people can reconstruct
their past decisions better if they can recreate their prior emotional
state (Loewenstein, 1996; Loewenstein & Adler, 1995; Van
Boven, Dunning, & Loewenstein, 2000; Wilson & Gilbert, 2003).
Studies of somatic markers find that emotions carry implicit sig-
nals shaping judgments and decisions (Bechara et al., 1997;
Damasio, 1995). Reliving emotions should retrieve those implicit
signals and, with them, the ability to recall the earlier judgments.
Reactivating emotions has long been known to reactivate previ-
ously associated memories (for an early review, see Bower, 1982).
By priming respondents’ original emotions, our manipulations
should also prime the associated memories, thereby recreating the
original fear/anger difference. If the emotion manipulations also
reinstate beliefs that were held a year earlier, then they should
reduce hindsight bias. Neutral condition respondents should judge
the risks similarly, whichever emotion induction they had received
a year earlier, barring a long-term carry-over effect. Davies (1987)
had some success in reducing hindsight bias by having respondents
review written records of their previous thoughts without deliber-
ately considering emotional content. As a result, we predicted
reduced hindsight bias with a manipulation that also evoked past
emotions.

3. The emotion inductions will color judgments of past risks as
they have judgments of future risks. In other contexts, cues pro-
vided by actual experience have substantially reduced emotion
carry-over effects (Forgas, 1995). As a result, we predicted that
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judgments of the past would be less sensitive to incidental emotion
effects, but sensitive nonetheless.

4. The fear and the anger inductions will have equal effects on
risk judgments, relative to a neutral baseline. The original study
had no neutral condition, leaving these relative impacts unclear.
(We thought it impossible to create a neutral condition at that time,
given the apparent intense mix of fear and anger in American
society two months after the attacks.) The fear and anger manip-
ulations had, however, similar effects on self-reported emotions.
As a result, we expected the two manipulations to affect risk
judgments equally relative to those reported in the neutral condi-
tion. A recent study (Lerner & Gonzalez, 2004) found that, com-
pared with a neutral baseline, fearful individuals made pessimistic
judgments on various life domains, whereas angry individuals
made optimistic judgments (e.g., career, relationships, social
competence).

Summary

We examine the effects of experience, memory, and emotion on
judgment in the intense, novel context of terrorism, as these
processes evolved from 2 months after the September 11th attacks
until a year later. We use a two-factor experimental and longitu-
dinal design with a random sample of Americans responding in
their homes to stimuli drawn from life. The design allowed us to
test the robustness, interactions, and relative strength of processes
previously observed in isolation with more typical experimental
settings and samples. We used a set of interrelated old and new
measures providing both replication and extension. We validated
two measures independently of their use in hypothesis testing (the
measure of experience used to assess hindsight bias, the effects of
the emotion manipulation used to reduce hindsight bias).

Method

Design

In November 2001, respondents were randomly assigned to one of two
emotion conditions: fear or anger. The manipulation involved having
respondents write a short passage describing aspects of the September 11th

attacks that evoked the target emotion for them in a way that would also
evoke it for other people, followed by viewing a picture and hearing an
audio clip drawn from the national news media that had been found, in
pretests, to prime that emotion. The judgment tasks came next. (For
additional details, see Lerner et al., 2003.)

One year later, respondents were randomly assigned to one of two recall
conditions: relive or neutral. Relive respondents repeated their 2001 emo-
tion manipulation before judging risks. After being instructed to experience
fully the emotions that they had felt in 2001, they reread the passages that
they had written, viewed the same picture, and heard the same audio clip.
To equate time on task, we asked neutral respondents to review their
materials from 2001 (i.e., the written response, picture, and audio clip),
while adopting a neutral, objective, analytical perspective; they then per-
formed the judgment tasks. Note that the neutral condition itself includes
a debiasing manipulation, insofar as it helps respondents to recall what they
were thinking when they answered the judgment tasks a year earlier (cf.
Davies, 1987). The relive condition adds the attempt to reinstate emotions
from that time.

Dependent Measures

Risk judgments. In 2001, respondents judged the probability that each
of five terror-related risks and three routine risks (see Table 1) would occur
in the next 12 months using an open-ended scale anchored at 0% (the event
is impossible) and 100% (the event is certain to happen). We labeled these
judgments Prediction 2001. Probability judgments for screening mail and
getting the flu had normal distributions. For the other six events, risk
judgments were positively skewed (defined as having a skewedness sta-
tistic twice the standard error), with skewedness statistics ranging from
1.03 to 1.37 (SE � .08). As a result, we used nonparametric statistical tests
when considering individual events. Averaging across events produced a
more normally shaped distribution (skewedness statistic � .09, SE � .08).

In 2002, respondents made three judgments for each event in the
following order, completing all eight events before proceeding to the next
judgment:

Recall 2001: “Please remember what you predicted a
year ago or, if you cannot remember,
write what you would have said then.”

Update 2001 (postdiction): “Please estimate what the probability
was, knowing what you know now about
the United States and its enemies.”

Table 1
Probability Judgments for Risk Events (In Order of Task Completion)

Event

Prediction 2001 Recall 2001 Update 2001 Prediction 2002 % reporting
personal

experienceM Mdn SD M Mdn SD M Mdn SD M Mdn SD

Terror risks
Being hurt 20.3 10 22.3 16.9 5 23.0 14.6 5 21.6 19.2 10 25.8 0.3
Traveling less 33.6 15.6 37.0 20.7 4.3 30.6 23.4 5 33.0 26.9 10 33.5 30.0
Trouble sleeping 23.5 10 30.0 11.4 1 19.9 12.9 2 22.3 14.6 5 22.5 22.0
Screening mail 55.3 60 39.4 19.5 5 29.9 23.2 5 32.1 29.9 10 34.6 34.0
Anthrax antibiotics 22.4 5 30.5 10.7 1 20.0 9.6 0 18.3 14.5 5 21.9 0.7

Routine risks
Getting flu 46.9 50 31.8 30.9 20 28.8 30.2 20 31.1 34.5 25 29.2 28.0
Other violent crime 22.2 10 23.3 17.9 10 21.9 14.4 5 19.6 15.8 10 18.9 0.9
Dying 33.0 20 33.4 22.4 10 24.5 19.1 5 24.1 21.6 10 23.4 0.0

Note. Table 1 pools the control and relive conditions. Looking separately at the different groups, our conclusions would not be different for either recall
or emotion conditions. Prediction 2001 presents predictions made in November 2001 for the next 12 months. Recall 2001 presents respondents’ memories,
in 2002, of their 2001 predictions. Update 2001 presents respondents’ best guesses at what each risk really was for the preceding 12 months. Prediction
2002 presents predictions made in November 2002 for the next 12 months.
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Prediction 2002: The same as Prediction 2001, but for the
ensuing 12 months.

This order follows the natural chronology of the three perspectives. With
it, no response precedes Recall 2001, thereby providing the clearest as-
sessment of hindsight bias.

Experience. After the probability judgments, respondents indicated
whether, over the past year, each risk event had occurred (a) to them
personally, (b) to a close friend or relative, (c) to someone else they knew,
and (d) to someone they had heard about. For the event of “dying,” we
omitted the self and the heard-about reports. The wording followed that
used by Lichtenstein et al. (1978).

Emotion self-reports. At the end of the experiment, respondents com-
pleted 5-item scales, reporting how much they felt each of the two focal
emotions during the task preceding the judgment tasks. Response options
ranged from 0 (do not feel the emotion the slightest bit) to 8 (feel the
emotion even more strongly than ever before). Responses indicated coher-
ent scales, with some respondents reporting more of each emotion across
the five relevant questions (2001, � � .94, fear, � � .94, anger; 2002, � �
.95, fear, � � .95, anger). For subsequent analyses, we used average
responses on each scale.

Sample

Source. Respondents belonged to a 75,000 household nationally rep-
resentative panel maintained by Knowledge Networks (Menlo Park, CA).
The panel tracks U.S. Census statistics on key demographic variables, such
as age, race, ethnicity, geographical region, employment status, income,
and education (Krotki & Dennis, 2001). Panel households receive free
WebTV and Internet access in return for completing 10–15 min Internet
surveys 3–4 times per month. With other tasks, panel members have been
found to respond similarly to first-time respondents (Denis, 2001).

Recruitment. Potential respondents received notice of our study
through a password-protected e-mail account, with 2 weeks to provide their
responses. Prior to beginning the study, respondents (or their parents, for
those under age 18) provided informed consent. Responses are confiden-
tial, with identifying information never revealed without respondent ap-
proval. Respondents can complete a study only once and may stop at any
time without affecting their WebTV or Internet service. Respondents have
individual passwords so that the same person should be responding both
times and parental intervention is needed before minors can continue. For
further details, see http://www.knowledgenetworks.com/ganp/.

2001 study. Knowledge Networks contacted 1,786 panel members,
inviting participation from people who could spend 20 uninterrupted min-
utes; 1,030 individuals opened the study between November 10 and No-
vember 29, 2001. The study sample included the 973 who answered almost
all questions. Their demographics roughly matched U.S. Census figures,
allowing results to be generalized to the U.S. population.

2002 study. Between November 15 and December 30, 2002, Knowl-
edge Networks sent notice of the new study to the 869 members of the
2001 sample still in the panel. Among them, 81.1% acknowledged receiv-
ing the invitation; 82.6% of those who acknowledged receipt consented to
participate, for an overall response rate of 67.0%. The final sample had 532
adults (259 men and 273 women) and 50 teens (24 men and 26 women).
An attempt was made to recruit 2001 respondents who had dropped out of
the Knowledge Networks panel. However, the response rate was so low
that the few individuals recruited in this way were not included in this data
set.

The only statistically significant demographic difference between the
2001 and 2002 samples was age. In part because respondents were a year
older (in 2002), and in part because rerecruitment was a bit more successful
with older respondents (perhaps because they had more stable residences).
Despite the demographic comparability of the 2001 and 2002 samples, it is
still possible that those who decided to participate differ in some way from
the overall sample insofar as the e-mail message regarding the 2002 study

reminded them about their participation in the 2001 survey in addition to
describing the topic of the 2002 study.

For each time period (2001, 2002), results are adjusted statistically to
represent the general population. Specifically, in order to correct for any
nonresponse bias, representative samples were selected by poststratifica-
tion weighting of the panel to match benchmarks from the most recent U.S.
government statistics for sex, age, race, ethnicity, education, and region.
Samples are drawn with probabilities proportional to the panel weights,
using a systematic sample applied to eligible panel members. Eligible panel
members resemble the national population distributions for key demo-
graphic variables within sampling error. Across time periods, respondents
serve as their own controls.

Results

Overview

After introducing the risk judgments, we analyze, in turn, avail-
ability, hindsight, and affective processes, and the interactions
between them. We conclude with the debiasing effects (if any) of
reliving the emotion induction.

Risk Judgments

Table 1 pools responses for the neutral and relive conditions,
after analyses of variance revealed no significant Emotion �
Recall Factor interactions, for any of the three judgment tasks:
Recall 2001 items, F(1, 371) � 2.87, ns, MSE � 279.50, Cohen’s
f � .05; update items, F(1, 371) � 2.13, ns, MSE � 264.48,
Cohen’s f � .05; prediction items, F(1, 371) � 0.19, ns, MSE �
284.71, Cohen’s f � .05. Given the skewed distributions (range of
skewedness statistic for Prediction 2001 items � 0.80–1.93, SE �
.11; Recall 2001 items � 0.76–2.11, SE � .10; Update 2001
items � 0.92–2.26, SE � .10; Prediction 2002 items � 0.87–2.56,
SE � .10), we present medians, as well as means.

Table 1’s first columns repeat the Prediction 2001 judgments
from Lerner et al. (2003). The last column shows the percentage of
respondents who reported (in 2002) having had each experience
during the preceding year. Most events occurred less often than the
expectation implied by the mean (or median) prediction probabil-
ity. The two exceptions (traveling less, having trouble sleeping)
involved events that some respondents might already have been
experiencing when making their 2001 judgments. Thus, if these
probability judgments and self-reports are taken literally, respon-
dents experienced a much safer world than they had anticipated.

The Update 2001 columns present respondents’ postdictions in
late 2002 of what the preceding year’s risks had been, given their
current beliefs about the period. Each risk was seen as having been
significantly less likely than it had seemed before the year had
begun (Update 2001 � Prediction 2001; see Table 2 for statistical
tests). That change in respondents’ beliefs is consistent with their
reported experience (of little happening).

As a check on respondents’ understanding of the postdiction
task, we looked at whether they viewed their experiences as having
been inevitable. When respondents reported an event, they said
that it had been certain to happen (Update 2001 � 100%) 21.1%
of the time (CI: 19.8%, 22.4%). When an event was not reported,
respondents thought that it had still been possible (Update 2001 �
0%) 54.4% of the time (CI: 52.8%, 55.9%). Thus, respondents
were not determinists; rather, they recognized that there had been
uncertainty about what would happen even after knowing how
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things turned out. Thus, the difference between Prediction 2001
and Update 2001 judgments arguably captures some of what
respondents had learned about the risks that they had faced beyond
what they learned from their personal experiences.

The Prediction 2002 results shows risk judgments for the next
12 months. For each event, respondents saw significantly lower
risks in 2002 than they had seen in 2001 (Prediction 2002 �
Prediction 2001; see Table 2 for tests). That change is consistent
with their collective personal experience of a safer-than-expected
world. Perhaps tellingly, respondents saw a relatively similar (al-
though still statistically lower at p � .05) chance of being hurt by
terror in the 2nd year, despite having had almost no such personal
experiences in the 1st year. Consistent with this constant general
fear, respondents saw the next year as posing significantly greater
risk than the previous one had (Prediction 2002 � Update 2001,
p � .001, for each risk; see Table 2).

At this aggregate level, these belief changes were consistent
with respondents’ self-reported experiences. The next section asks
whether this is also true at the individual level and, if so, which
measure predicts risk judgments most strongly: direct personal
experiences or observations of others’ fate (which are less directly
relevant but based on larger samples).

Availability Measures as Predictors of Risk Judgments

Table 3’s first column shows respondents’ reported experiences
arranged by decreasing proximity. (The results for self also ap-
peared in Table 1.) Generally speaking, there were more reports of
the less direct experiences fitting the larger number of people to
whom each could have happened. The exceptions were events
where people might not reveal their personal experiences to others
(e.g., having trouble sleeping).

The remaining columns show correlations between respondents’
probability judgments and whether they reported each experience

(0,1; using Kendall’s Tau_b for the statistical tests, given the
skewed probability distributions).

For Prediction 2001, positive correlations mean that respon-
dents who saw risks as more likely in November 2001 were also
more likely to report such experiences in the following year. All
significant correlations were positive, indicating that respon-
dents had some insight into their relative risk. In some cases
(e.g., trouble sleeping, traveling less), they might have already
been experiencing the event. In some cases (e.g., trouble sleep-
ing, traveling less), a broader definition of the event may have
justified a higher probability judgment. Generally speaking,
more direct exposures had higher correlations, meaning that
respondents’ judgments predicted their own experiences better
than those of others. Rare events (e.g., being hurt) leave little to
predict.

For Update 2001, positive correlations mean that respondents
who reported an event also saw themselves as having faced a
greater risk of the event happening. Such correlations were found
for most events (except crime and dying) consistent with respon-
dents inferring their risk from their experience. The strongest
correlations were with direct personal experience. Indeed, adding
observations of others’ experiences did not significantly increase
the correlations with risk judgments.

For Prediction 2002, positive correlations mean that respondents
who reported an event also saw greater risk in the future. Here, too,
experience predicts risk judgments, with the strongest correlations
for direct personal experience. Considering indirect experiences,
again, does not significantly increase the correlation with risk
judgments.

Summary

Respondents’ predictions in 2001 correlated with their sub-
sequently reported personal experiences, showing some ap-

Table 2
Statistical Comparisons of Prediction 2001 With Recall 2001, Update 2001, and Prediction 2002 Judgments for Risk Events and
Statistical Comparisons of Update 2001 With Prediction 2002 Judgments for Risk Events

Risks and event

Comparisons with Prediction 2001
Comparison with

Update 2001

Recall 2001 Update 2001 Prediction 2002 Prediction 2002

df Z d df Z d df Z d df Z d

Terror risks
Being hurt in a terror attack 564 �4.21** 0.15 561 �6.35** 0.26 562 �2.46* 0.05 589 �6.66* 0.19
Traveling less 562 �8.07** 0.38 549 �7.39** 0.29 562 �4.62** 0.19 580 �5.46** 0.11
Trouble sleeping 565 �10.64** 0.48 555 �9.53** 0.40 563 �6.75** 0.34 574 �4.15** 0.08
Screening my mail 559 �16.39** 1.02 550 �15.31** 0.89 555 �13.38** 0.69 574 �8.16** 0.20
Taking antibiotics against anthrax 563 �8.96** 0.45 553 �9.98** 0.51 560 �5.38** 0.30 576 �9.17** 0.24

Routine risks
Getting the flu 565 �10.31** 0.53 554 �9.91** 0.53 561 �8.24** 0.41 578 �5.93** 0.14
Being a victim of violent crime

(other than terror) 561 �4.46** 0.19 552 �7.56** 0.36 558 �6.12** 0.30 578 �4.58** 0.07
Dying 553 �6.14** 0.36 542 �8.01** 0.48 550 �6.52** 0.40 574 �5.68** 0.11

Note. Asterisks compare Prediction 2001 with the three other sets of judgments (Recall 2001, Update 2001, and Prediction 2002), or they compare Update
2001 with Prediction 2002 (using Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank tests, given the skewed distributions).
* p � .05. ** p � .001.
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parent insight into their relative degree of risk. In cases where
an event’s definition might be ambiguous (e.g., trouble sleep-
ing), respondents are evaluated by their own standard. These
personal experiences also correlated with respondents’ judg-
ments of what their risk had been (Update 2001) and would be
for the following year (Prediction 2002). Considering respon-
dents’ observations of others’ experiences did not improve
predictions of their risk judgments, even though those observa-
tions reflected larger samples of experience. Thus, with these
real-world events and this representative sample, availability—
defined as self-reported personal experience— both predicts
future risk judgments and is predicted by past ones. Although
availability can be confounded with other cognitive and affec-
tive processes, this simple measure provides a parsimonious
account.

Hindsight Bias

The world proved safer than respondents had predicted late
in 2001. It seemed safer as well when they made new predic-
tions late in 2002. Such belief change creates the possibility of
hindsight bias, unless respondents can recall how risky the
world once looked. Comparing the first and second columns
of Table 1 shows hindsight bias at an aggregate level; re-
spondents recalled having assigned significantly lower proba-
bilities to each event than they actually had (Recall 2001 �
Prediction 2001), in line with seeing a safer world but not
realizing it (see Table 2 for statistical tests). That occurred
despite respondents having reviewed material from the previous
year, which could have reinstated cues to their previous
perceptions.

Table 3
Respondents’ Reported Experience With Risk Events and Correlation With Probability Judgments

Event
%

reporting

Prediction 2001 Update 2001 Prediction 2002

Tau_b R2 Tau_b R2 Tau_b R2

Being hurt in a terror attack
Self 0.3 �.04 .00 .03 .00 �.02 .00
Close friend or relative 3 .19** .09 .21** .11 .07* .01
Other than close friend or relative 8 .08 .02 .16** .06 .04 .00
Heard of anyone 57 �.01 .00 �.03 .00 �.09 .02

Traveling less
Self 30 .29** .19 .49** .48 .47** .45
Close friend or relative 33 .21** .11 .41** .36 .41** .36
Other than close friend or relative 31 .17** .07 .26** .16 .23** .13
Heard of anyone 50 .17** .07 .23** .12 .20** .10

Trouble sleeping
Self 22 .23** .13 .41** .36 .38** .32
Close friend or relative 28 .20** .10 .27** .17 .26** .16
Other than close friend or relative 19 .13** .04 .20** .10 .17** .07
Heard of anyone 33 .12* .04 .16** .06 .15** .05

Screening my mail
Self 34 .31** .22 .55** .58 .45** .42
Close friend or relative 33 .24** .14 .43** .39 .37** .30
Other than close friend or relative 25 .13** .04 .25** .15 .18** .08
Heard of anyone 43 .11* .03 .18** .08 .13** .04

Taking antibiotics against anthrax
Self 0.7 .12* .04 .31** .22 �.04 .00
Close friend or relative 2 �.05 .01 �.06 .01 �.07 .01
Other than close friend or relative 2 �.05 .01 �.04 .00 �.05 .01
Heard of anyone 21 �.03 .00 �.06 .01 �.08 .02

Getting the flu
Self 28 .33** .25 .41** .36 .42** .38
Close friend or relative 63 .22** .12 .25** .15 .28** .18
Other than close friend or relative 59 .34** .26 .22** .12 .17** .07
Heard of anyone 73 .05 .01 .12** .04 .07 .01

Being a victim of violent crime (other than terror)
Self 0.9 �.02 .00 �.01 .00 �.03 .00
Close friend or relative 6 �.03 .00 �.01 .00 �.02 .00
Other than close friend or relative 13 �.02 .00 �.02 .00 .03 .00
Heard of anyone 51 �.07 .01 �.03 .00 �.02 .00

Dying
Close friend or relative 46 �.02 .00 .11* .03 �.07 .01
Other than close friend or relative 60 �.03 .00 .02 .00 �.01 .00

Note. Asterisks represent significant correlations between whether respondents reported each exposure (0,1) and their probability judgments (using
Kendall’s Tau_b, given the skewed distributions). We followed the procedures outlined by Walker (2003) in assessing the effect size (using R2) for the
Kendall’s Tau_b correlations.
* p � .05. ** p � .001.
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As seen in Table 3, respondents’ personal experiences varied in
ways that were systematically related to their risk judgments. We
used these reports to assess hindsight bias at the individual level
assuming that personal experience with an event captures part of
how respondents view the circumstances determining its probabil-
ity. We also used Update 2001 judgments as a more encompassing
measure of subsequent beliefs.

Personal experience as a measure of hindsight. In 26.0% of
all cases (CI: 24.6%, 27.4%), Recall 2001 and Prediction 2001
judgments were identical. Respondents may have either recalled
their original judgment or managed to reconstruct the perspective
that produced it. In the former case, there is no chance for bias; in
the latter case, there is no bias. In 16.2% of all cases (CI: 15.1%,
17.4%), the two judgments differed and respondents reported the
experience. In these cases, hindsight bias appeared in respondents
recalling a higher probability than the one originally given. It was
seen in 40.9% of these comparisons (CI: 37.1%, 44.8%). In 57.8%
of all cases (CI: 56.2%, 59.3%), the two judgments differed and
respondents did not report the experience. In these cases, hindsight
bias appeared in respondents recalling a lower probability than the
one originally given. It was seen in 65.1% of these comparisons
(CI: 63.1%, 67.0%). Because respondents so seldom reported
experiencing these events, the overall pattern is hindsight bias,
seen in 61.2% of all possible cases (CI: 59.7%, 62.7%).

Table 4 shows the size of these effects, with Table 5 providing
statistical tests. In Table 4, the left-hand side compares original
and recalled judgments in cases where respondents reported expe-
riencing each event. For the four events reported by more than 1%
of respondents (travel, sleep, mail, flu), Recall 2001 means are
significantly lower than Prediction 2001 means, the reverse of
hindsight bias (overall d � �0.28). The right-hand side has cases
where respondents reported not experiencing each event. It shows
hindsight bias (Recall 2001 � Prediction 2001) for each event
(overall d � 0.57). Because the right-hand side involved so many
more observations than the left, pooling all responses yields a
mean hindsight bias of �9.95% (d � 0.44). Thus, the overall
pattern was hindsight bias with a magnitude similar to that found
elsewhere. Nonetheless, a reverse bias was seen in cases involving
events that happened, which have typically produced greater hind-

sight bias than nonevents (Christensen-Szalanski & Wilham, 1991;
Fischhoff & Beyth, 1975). We consider possible explanations
below.

Update probabilities as the measure of hindsight. The Update
2001 task sought to capture all that respondents had learned during
the year, hence the full set of current beliefs that must be undone
in order to avoid hindsight bias. In 87.5% of cases (CI: 86.4%,
88.5%), the previous year was seen as having been safer than it
originally had seemed (Update 2001 � Prediction 2001). Hind-
sight bias was seen in 91.8% of those cases (CI: 90.7%, 92.6%);
respondents recalled having given lower probabilities than they
actually had (Recall 2001 � Prediction 2001). In the relatively few
cases where respondents saw the past year as having been riskier
than they originally had (Update 2001 � Prediction 2001), hind-
sight bias emerged 75.4% of the time (CI: 70.3%, 80.4%); respon-
dents recalled having given a higher probability than they actually
had (Recall 2001 � Prediction 2001). Overall, hindsight bias was
found in 92.6% of cases (CI: 91.3%, 92.3%) where beliefs had
changed (Update 2001 � Prediction 2001).

Summary. Respondents showed hindsight bias in the major-
ity of comparisons and of the overall magnitude seen elsewhere
(Christensen-Szalanski & Wilham, 1991; Guilbault et al.,
2004). The bias was more consistent when assessed with Up-
date 2001 judgments, a new measure intended to capture all
current beliefs about the period. By either measure (personal
experience, postdiction), there was more bias when it meant
recalling lower probabilities than had actually been given. Most
cases involved such comparisons because most risks seemed
smaller than they had a year earlier, producing hindsight bias
overall. Nonetheless, an anomalous reversed bias emerged with
the (relatively few) events that respondents reported experienc-
ing personally. One possible explanation is that judgments of
specific events were affected by general perceptions of terror
risk. If so, then seeing a safer world in 2002 tended to reduce
recalled probabilities for all events. Such a global hindsight bias
would increase the specific hindsight bias for individual events
that had not occurred and would reduce (or even reverse) it for
those that had.

Table 4
Personal Experience With Events and Hindsight Bias

Event

Reported experiencing eventa Reported not experiencing eventb

% of
respondents

Prediction 2001 Recall 2001
% of

respondents

Prediction 2001 Recall 2001

M Mdn SD M Mdn SD M Mdn SD M Mdn SD

Being hurt by terror 0.3 58.5 58.5 65.5 65.5 99.7 20.2 10.0 22.4 16.9 5.0 23.1
Traveling less 30.1 57.5 60.0 37.7 49.3 50.0 35.2 69.9 24.0 5.0 32.1 9.0 0.0 18.1
Trouble sleeping 21.8 42.9 30.0 35.3 29.8 20.0 27.4 78.2 18.7 5.0 27.1 6.0 0.0 13.2
Screening mail 33.5 77.4 90.0 32.0 44.5 50.0 36.7 66.5 45.0 50.0 38.4 7.5 0.0 15.3
Anthrax antibiotics 0.7 86.7 80.0 11.6 70.0 70.0 99.3 21.8 5.0 30.1 10.3 1.0 19.6
Getting flu 27.8 67.4 77.3 32.4 55.1 50.0 31.3 72.2 40.3 50.0 28.2 23.0 15.0 22.5
Other violent crime 0.9 32.5 32.5 39.0 60.0 28.8 99.1 22.8 10.0 23.8 17.8 10.0 21.9

Note. Standard deviations are not reported where there were not enough respondents in the sample (i.e., n � 2).
a Hindsight bias means Recall � Prediction 2001; respondents who reported experiencing the event recall having assigned higher probabilities than was
actually the case. b Hindsight bias means Recall � Prediction 2001; respondents who reported not experiencing the event recall having assigned lower
probabilities than was actually the case.
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Emotion

After examining the impacts of the 2002 emotion manipulations
on emotion self-reports, we evaluate their predicted effects on risk
judgments and hindsight bias.

Emotion self-reports. Respondents’ ratings of their emotions
on the five fear and five anger scales revealed several patterns (see
Table 6):

1. The 2001 emotion manipulations had no carryover effect to
2002. Neutral respondents who had been in the fear and the anger
conditions in 2001 reported similar fear, t(187) � �.22, ns, d �
0.03, and similar anger, t(188) � �.24, ns, d � 0.03, in 2002
(when they received no emotion induction). In 2002, they also
reported less of the primed emotion than they had in 2001,
tfear(187) � 12.41, p � .001, d � 0.70; tanger(187) � 15.40, p �
.001, d � 1.27. Thus, any effects of emotion on judgments reflect
the inductions received in the 2002 relive condition. These results
also show the (desired) failure of the neutral task to evoke these
emotions.

2. The 2002 emotion manipulations had the intended effects.
Respondents receiving the fear manipulation reported significantly
more fear than did those receiving the anger manipulation,
t(198) � �2.57, p � .05, d � 0.37, or those in the neutral group,
who received no manipulation at all, t(192) � 4.82, p � .001, d �
0.64. Respondents receiving the anger manipulation reported more
anger than those receiving the fear manipulation, t(198) � 4.61,

p � .001, d � 0.65, or those in the neutral group, t(194) � 7.25,
p � .001, d � 0.98.

3. Although the emotion manipulation effectively primed the
focal emotion at both times, relive respondents reported less of
their primed emotion in 2002 than they had in 2001, tfear(273) �
7.52, p � .001, d � 0.55; tanger(273) � 5.36, p � .001, d � 0.29.
Thus, greater distance from September 11th may have reduced
respondents’ overall emotional responsiveness.

Emotion effects on risk judgments. Figure 1 shows the effects
of the emotion manipulations on judgments of terror risks (A) and
routine risks (B). Prediction 2002 judgments replicated the pattern
of Prediction 2001 judgments (Lerner et al., 2003). Relive respon-
dents receiving the anger manipulation in 2002 saw the five terror
risks as significantly less likely than did those in the fear condition,
F(1, 194) � 4.15, p � .05, MSE � 227.09, Cohen’s f � .14. The
two groups judged the three routine risks similarly, F(1, 194) �
0.60, ns, MSE � 351.39, Cohen’s f � .04. Neutral respondents
judged the terror risks, F(1, 177) � 0.20, ns, MSE � 440.09,
Cohen’s f � .06, and the routine risks similarly, F(1, 177) � 0.86,
ns, MSE � 471.83, Cohen’s f � .03, regardless of their emotion
manipulation in 2001 (as would be expected, given their instruc-
tion in 2002 to be unemotional and given the lack of an emotion
carryover effect from 2001). Thus, the emotion manipulations, the
impacts of which were demonstrated in the self-reports, had their
predicted effects on these risk judgments.

Table 5
Comparison of Prediction 2001 With Recall 2001 Judgments for Risk Events Based on Personal Experience With Events

Event

Reported experiencing the event Reported not experiencing the event

df Z d df Z d

Terror risks
Being hurt in a terror attack 1 �0.45 561 �4.16** 0.15
Traveling less 162 �2.64* .22 398 �8.50** 0.58
Trouble sleeping 121 �4.12** .42 442 �10.19** 0.60
Screening mail 182 �8.07** .96 376 �14.50** 1.28
Taking antibiotics against anthrax 3 �1.23 559 �8.82** 0.45

Routine risks
Getting the flu 154 �3.74** .39 409 �9.80** 0.68
Being a victim of violent crime

(other than terror) 4 �1.04 559 �4.37** 0.22

Note. Asterisks compare Prediction 2001 with Recall 2001 (using Wilcoxon matched, pairs signed-rank tests, given the skewed distributions). Cohen’s
d is not reported when one of the comparison groups is missing a standard deviation that is used to calculate Cohen’s d.
* p � .05. ** p � .001.

Table 6
Emotion Manipulation Checks for Relive and Neutral Respondents in 2001 and 2002 (Mean Ratings)

Time of report

Relive Neutrala

Fear condition Anger condition Fear condition Anger condition

Fear Anger Fear Anger Fear Anger Fear Anger

2001 4.57 3.74 2.93 5.25 4.15 3.46 3.06 5.12
2002 3.40 2.99 2.49 4.62 1.93 1.50 1.86 1.57

Note. Respondents in both groups (relive, neutral) were randomly assigned to one of two conditions (fear, anger) and asked to report on the degree of
each emotion (fear, anger) that they experienced during the emotion manipulation.
a Neutral respondents received the primed emotion in 2001 but not in 2002.
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There was no Relive � Neutral main effect, terror risks, F(1,
373) � 0.12, ns, MSE � 329.71, Cohen’s f � .04; routine risks,
F(1, 373) � 1.15, ns, MSE � 408.31, Cohen’s f � .07. Thus, the
anger induction reduced risk judgments as much as the fear induc-
tion increased them—relative to the baseline provided by the
neutral condition.

Update 2001 judgments showed similar emotion induction ef-
fects. Respondents receiving the anger manipulation saw the terror
risks as having been significantly lower than did those in the fear
condition, F(1, 194) � 4.33, p � .05, MSE � 277.69, Cohen’s f �
.14. The two groups judged the routine risks similarly, F(1, 194) �

2.89, ns, MSE � 317.54, Cohen’s f � .09. Thus, the emotion
inductions affected judgments of the past, even for people who had
lived through the period—the first evidence of such effects. Neu-
tral respondents saw the previous year similarly, whichever ma-
nipulation they had received a year earlier, Fterror(1, 177) � .16,
ns, MSE � 317.13, Cohen’s f � .06; Froutine(1, 177) � .55, ns,
MSE � 456.87, Cohen’s f � .05. As with Prediction 2002, there
was no Relive � Neutral main effect, terror risks, F(1, 373) �
0.06, ns, MSE � 297.41, Cohen’s f � .05; routine risks, F(1,
373) � 1.26, ns, MSE � 385.05, Cohen’s f � .05. Thus, the fear
and anger inductions had equal and opposite effects on judgments.

Figure 1. A: Prediction 2002, Update 2002, and Recall 2001 (� SE) for the terror risks judgments for relive
and neutral respondents. B: Prediction 2002, Update 2001, and Recall 2001 (� SE) for the routine risk judgments
for relive and neutral respondents. For relive respondents, the emotion condition refers to the manipulation that
they received in 2001 and 2002. For neutral respondents, the emotion condition refers to the manipulation that
they received in 2001.
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The emotion inductions’ effects on judgments of the past were
also seen in the Recall 2001 responses. Respondents receiving the
anger induction recalled having seen significantly smaller terror
risks than did those receiving the fear induction, F(1, 194) �
11.88, p � .001, MSE � 314.58, Cohen’s f � .26. They also
recalled having seen significantly lower routine risks, F(1, 194) �
9.29, p � .001, MSE � 324.49, Cohen’s f � .21. Neutral respon-
dents recalled having given similar probabilities, whichever ma-
nipulation they had received a year earlier, Fterror(1, 177) � .07,
ns, MSE � 404.53, Cohen’s f � .07; Froutine(1, 177) � .79, ns,
MSE � 368.58, Cohen’s f � .03. There was no Relive � Neutral
main effect, terror risks, F(1, 373) � 0.41, ns, MSE � 366.58,
Cohen’s f � .03; routine risks, F(1, 373) � 0.81, ns, MSE �
352.83, Cohen’s f � .03. Thus, the anger induction decreased
recalled predictions as much as the fear induction increased them.

Summary. As in Lerner et al. (2003), the emotion inductions
affected reported emotion experiences and, with them, judgments
of future risks—although the effects were smaller than in 2001
(d � 0.14 vs. 0.26). As predicted by appraisal-tendency theory, the
emotion inductions also affected how respondents reevaluated and
recalled the past (d � 0.14, 0.26, for Update 2001 and Recall 2001,
respectively). These novel effects were observed despite respon-
dents having concrete cues about that past (of a type found to
suppress incidental emotion effects; Forgas, 1995). Compared with
a neutral baseline, the anger manipulation reduced perceptions of
risk as much as the fear manipulation increased them, consistent
with the equal effects seen in the emotion self-reports. These
effects were found despite the inductions raising the target emo-
tions to lower levels than they had in 2001.

Emotion and Hindsight Bias

The emotion manipulations sought to reinstate relive respon-
dents’ experience of a year earlier—beyond the memories evoked
by neutral respondents’ review of the previous year’s materials.
The somatic markers associated with these recreated emotions
might provide cues to prior beliefs, in addition to those found in
the content of the inductions (written passages, news pictures, and
audio clips). As a result, we expected the appraisal tendencies
associated with fear and anger to shape memories and judgments
in opposite ways—just as they had a year earlier.

Debiasing failed. Recall 2001 judgments were equally far from
the Prediction 2001 judgments for relive and neutral respondents
for all eight risks, t(381) � �1.44, ns, d � 0.04, for the five terror
risks, t(381) � 1.78, ns, d � 0.05, and for the three routine risks,
t(198) � 0.98, ns, d � 0.04. Debiasing failed even though the
emotion inductions had other effects. Possibly, debiasing would
have been observed with a stronger manipulation, more fully
recreating the emotional content and cues associated with the
respondents’ writing and reflections or with a neutral condition
that evoked none of the previous year’s perspective.

Discussion

Theoretical Contributions

We have used the natural experiment of September 11th to test
several behavioral theories with a study having several features of
ecological validity. It focused on salient events with common tasks

(prediction, recall) administered in respondents’ homes. It used a
random sample of Americans, a population seldom available for
psychological research. We found that several theories established
in laboratory settings also operate in this context, indirectly sup-
porting the ecological validity of other experimental studies of
judgment, memory, and affect. The relative verisimilitude of the
tasks afforded effect-size estimates in contexts where one can
begin thinking about their applied importance—which will, of
course, depend on the sensitivity of specific decisions to the values
of specific judgments. The study also asked new questions about
these basic behavioral processes and the interactions between
them, revealing several new patterns. After reviewing the main
results, we consider possible limitations and applied implications.

Availability-based judgment. Comparing predictions from
2001 and 2002 revealed a decrease in the perceived threat of terror
consistent with respondents‘ few reported experiences with most
of these events. These reports were correlated with respondents’
risk judgments in ways that suggest orderly inferential processes;
in 2001, respondents made predictions that anticipated these ex-
periences, showing insight into their relative risk levels (possibly
inflated by those already experiencing or intending an act). In
2002, respondents’ experiences were correlated with three sets of
judgments: (a) memories of their previous judgments (Recall
2001), (b) postdicted assessments of risk (Update 2001), and (c)
predictions for the coming year (Prediction 2002). For each judg-
ment, correlations were stronger for more direct experiences. In-
deed, only respondents’ personal experience had an independent
contribution to predicting their probability judgments—as though
they inferred little from others’ experience, even for rare events,
where an individual’s personal experience says little.

These results are consistent with many memory- and
experience-related processes. However, a parsimonious account is
that people rely on the availability heuristic, operationalized as
direct experience, when making probability judgments. The cor-
relations with Prediction 2002 judgments extend Lichtenstein et
al.’s (1978) between-respondent result to a within-respondent de-
sign. The other relationships are new results; postdictions have not
previously been studied. Alternative measures of availability have
not been related to how people recall past predictions, how they
revise those predictions in hindsight, or how accurately they make
them.

Hindsight. The difference between risk judgments in 2001 and
2002 created the possibility of hindsight bias. The correlations
between these judgments and reported experiences suggest that
respondents may have reworked their beliefs in ways that would be
difficult to undo, increasing the risk of hindsight bias. That bias
was, indeed, found; when asked to recall their 2001 predictions,
respondents exaggerated how much those beliefs had resembled
their present ones. The overall pattern (see Table 1) was to recall
having seen the world as safer than it had, in fact, seemed—
looking backward from a safer-seeming world. The bias occurred
despite respondents having reviewed materials from the previous
year.

Item-level analyses used two measures of belief change. The
first was respondents’ direct experience, the report most strongly
associated with their risk judgments. As mentioned, respondents
typically reported not having experienced these events. In those
cases, they typically recalled having given a lower probability than
they actually had, representing hindsight bias. However, they also
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underestimated the probabilities that they had assigned to the
(relatively few) events that they reported having experienced,
reversing the bias. Nonevents were six times more common than
events. As a result, there were many more cases of bias than of
reverse bias so that hindsight bias predominated. The mean overall
difference of 10% between actual and recalled predictions, in the
direction of hindsight bias, resembles that found in Christensen-
Szalanski and Wilham’s (1991) review. The overall effect size
(d � 0.31) is consistent with that found in Guilbault et al.’s (2004)
review.

The second item-level analysis used a new measure of belief
change: postdiction, a task that had respondents reevaluate the
preceding year’s risks, considering all that they now knew, includ-
ing their personal experiences. This broader measure revealed
more widespread hindsight bias, both for events seen as having
been safer than they originally had and for (the relatively few)
events seen as having been riskier. The bias was more common in
the former case, similar to its greater strength with nonevents.
Consistency checks provided some evidence that respondents un-
derstood the task (i.e., they did not see what happened as having
been inevitable).

The differential effect with events and nonevents reverses the
usual pattern of greater hindsight bias with events (Christensen-
Szalanski & Wilham, 1991; Fischhoff & Beyth, 1975). The usual
finding has been attributed to events evoking deeper processing
than nonevents, making their effects harder to undo. However, in
the year following September 11th and the anthrax crisis, the big
news might have been how few additional terror-related events
happened, as seen in respondents’ overestimation of most events’
likelihood. If so, then nonevents could have had greater cognitive
impact, thereby producing greater hindsight bias.

However, the bias was not just weaker when assessed in terms
of events that respondents experienced, but reversed. A speculative
account is that specific risks are judged in the context of general
perceptions of risk. Seeing a generally safer world would, then,
reduce all risk judgments. Not realizing that beliefs had changed in
this general way would reduce recalled probabilities for all events.
Such a global hindsight bias would enhance the specific bias for
nonevents, but diminish it for events, perhaps even reversing it.
From this perspective, beliefs about individual risks must be
considered in the context of beliefs about the general situation
(Fischhoff, 2002; Fischhoff, Gonzalez, Small, & Lerner, 2003a).

Emotion. These results extend understanding of the interplay
of emotion and judgment in three ways predicted by appraisal-
tendency theory, which posits broad, emotion-specific effects on
judgment (Lerner & Keltner, 2000, 2001):

1. Incidental emotions can color not only judgments of an
uncertain future (Prediction 2001 and 2002) but also judgments of
a concrete past. Specifically, the emotion manipulations affected
both memories of risk judgments (Recall 2001) and judgments of
what risks had been (Update 2001), even though respondents
presumably had had extensive exposure to real-world attention to
these events. Thus, even incidentally primed emotions can serve as
perceptual lenses affecting perceptions of the future, present, and
even one’s own past.

2. Although self-reported emotional levels had declined over the
year, the manipulations still affected the focal emotions and,
through them, risk judgments. This study was the first to track the
impact of emotion primes over a long time period (one year) and

as function of distance from a highly salient emotional target event
(September 11th).

3. Having a neutral condition in 2002 allowed assessing the
absolute (and not just relative) impact of the emotion inductions.
We found no main effect on risk perceptions, meaning that the
inductions did not generally increase or decrease risk judgments.
Rather, the fear manipulation increased risk judgments as much as
the anger manipulation reduced them.

Emotion and hindsight. Reliving the 2001 emotion manipula-
tion was intended to help reinstate respondents’ earlier feelings. If
it also evoked previous memories and appraisals, then it could
reduce hindsight bias. However, despite affecting reported emo-
tions and risk judgments, this way of revisiting the past did not
reduce hindsight bias. These results suggest a core of risk beliefs
that were not affected by the manipulation along with a more
malleable periphery of beliefs that were. This manipulation did not
bring emotions back to their original intensity. Possibly, a more
powerful emotion manipulation would shrink the core and reduce
the extent of hindsight bias. A more “neutral” neutral condition
might show a larger comparative difference.

Methodological considerations. Probability judgments have
often been found to have good reliability and some forms of
validity (e.g., Wallsten & Budescu, 1983; Woloshin, Schwartz,
Byram, Fischhoff, & Welch, 2000; Yates, 1990), at least for the
ordinal scale uses that predominated here. We sought to use
relatively well-defined events whose occurrence could be assessed
with respondents’ own reports (Fischhoff, 1994). Nonetheless,
some caution is warranted in taking probability judgments as
expressing absolute expectations. For example, the disparity be-
tween means and medians reflected skewed distributions. High
values might have come from both respondents who saw large
risks and from ones who used 50 as a form of “do not know” (in
the sense of 50/50; e.g., Fischhoff & Bruine de Bruin, 1999;
Fischhoff et al., 2000). The predictive validity of the Prediction
2001 judgments might have been reduced by such anomalous
(50/50) responses. It might have been inflated by respondents who
were already experiencing an event or intending to do it (e.g.,
reducing travel, losing sleep), recognizing that intentions are im-
perfect predictors of behavior (Morwitz, 2001).

Although prediction and recall are familiar tasks, postdiction
might not be. The Update 2001 responses showed some construct
validity with respondents updating their judgments in keeping with
their experiences and rejecting naive determinism (i.e., not assign-
ing 100% to events that had happened and 0% to those that had
not). Our conclusions stand even if the postdictions are ignored.
Nonetheless, they are, in principle, a more appropriate measure of
belief change by virtue of encompassing more that just direct
experience.

With any repeated measures design, earlier tasks might influ-
ence later ones. A year separated our two data collections, which
should minimize any direct influence as seen in the absence of
emotion carry-over effects. Recall 2001 responses equaled their
Prediction 2001 target about 25% of the time. There is no way to
know which of these matches reflect actual memory, coincidental
reuse of a response, or success at reconstructing past perspectives.

In 2002, Recall 2001 was the first task, in order to provide the
clearest test of hindsight bias. The lower recalled probabilities
presumably reflected the perception of a safer world as seen in the
Update 2001 and Prediction 2002 judgments. Once provided,
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Recall 2001 responses may have artifactually anchored those that
followed. However, that should not have affected our predomi-
nantly correlational analyses of those judgments.

As mentioned, a general tendency to give lower responses could
have contributed to the differential hindsight bias result with
events and nonevents. Lower responses reduce the bias for events
and increase it for nonevents. Also as mentioned, a plausible
source of generally lower responses is seeing the world as gener-
ally safer. In that context, the few events that occurred are note-
worthy in a year that produced much less terror than respondents
had feared. Some of those events might even have been seen as
surprises, which could have led to overcorrection (e.g., “I cannot
imagine myself having predicted screening my mail for anthrax.”)

The study’s ecological validity inevitably entailed some loss of
experimental control. Respondents completed the tasks in their
own homes and on their own TVs, without research staff moni-
toring them. Requiring them to write about their emotions in 2001
was a stronger way of ensuring involvement than asking them to
review that text in 2002. Thus, although the 2002 manipulation
was strong enough to induce emotion effects, those were perhaps
weaker than they might have been with direct experimenter
control.

Applied Implications

As mentioned, decisions vary in their sensitivity to changes in
inputs (like probability judgments). A 10% difference in risk
judgments, due to fear and anger manipulations, might tip some
decisions while having little effect on others. Similarly, a 10% bias
in recalled probabilities might shift some past decisions from
seeming sensible to seeming imprudent while not affecting the
evaluations of others. The effect sizes observed here allow con-
ducting sensitivity analyses of specific choices. Sometimes, the
same shift may affect several inputs, as when a policy depends on
multiple risks, each of which may seem greater or smaller in one
perspective than another. For example, a fearful citizen may look
everywhere and see somewhat greater risks with a cumulative
impact that justifies more aggressive antiterror policies.

In addition to its implications for specific decisions, each study
of judgment contributes to our overall understanding of the citi-
zens’ role in (public and private) decision making:

1. Citizens’ risk judgments respond to their observations in
orderly ways. A nationally representative sample made generally
defensible inferences when updating their beliefs. They relied most
heavily on the most immediate experiences. They recognized the
unexpected safety of the year between experiments, while realizing
that it had not been guaranteed (Update 2001) and might not be
sustained (Prediction 2002). They had some insight into their
relative degree of risk (Prediction 2001) as measured by their
subsequent experiences. Given citizens’ capacity to learn, it is
important to provide them with ready access to accurate, relevant
information, especially when natural sampling creates an incom-
plete or distorted picture (Fischhoff, 1999; National Research
Council, 1989; U.S. General Accounting Office, 2004). Citizens
say that they want to know about terror risks even if the informa-
tion worries them (Fischhoff et al., 2003a).

2. Expect hindsight bias, even with salient events; do not rely on
event-aided memory to overcome it. The bias was observed here,
despite involving well-publicized, personally relevant events. It

was not reduced by an intervention designed to reinstate prior
cognitive and emotional perspectives. As a result, ensuring fair
judgment of past actions requires special efforts beyond asking
people to focus on how things once looked and felt. Rather, people
need explicit retrieved evidence of the sort produced by investi-
gative committees or retrieved from diaries and archives. Where
there are no relevant records, it might help to create alternative
scenarios for how things might have been different (Fischhoff,
1982). The reduced, and even reversed, bias with reported events
suggests that help is especially needed when a specific event
belongs to a general class, such that general perceptions affect
judgments of the specific event. The magnitude of the bias (about
10% on average) provides a perspective for evaluating claims (e.g.,
by political leaders) of having been judged unfairly in hindsight.

3. People need protection from emotional manipulation, even
(or especially) with fateful topics. Stimuli drawn from the national
news media, supported by personal reflection, affected respon-
dents’ emotional states enough to influence their risk judgments.
That happened even a year after the events of September 11th,
during which many related events had doubtless been seen and
experienced. Emotions affected judgments not only when respon-
dents judged their future but also when they judged their past.
These emotion effects could be large enough to tip the scales in
close decisions. Thus, citizens are at risk of manipulation—being
made angry enough to accept aggressive policies (which seem
more likely to succeed) or being made anxious enough to accept
precautionary ones.
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